• A specific set-up is built to investigate the spray cooling of hot surface under industrial conditions: above the Leidenfrost temperature, large surface, high flow rates
• The combination of Laser Induced Fluorescence thermometry, Phase Doppler Analyzer and Infra-red thermometry was successfully implemented
• For the first time, measurements of droplet temperature per size class before and after impact was carried out in the case of spray impingement
• Therefore, the vapor rate produced during the cooling may be estimated.
ABSTRACT
The experimental study deals with the cooling of hot surfaces using sprays and aims to measure properly, for the first time, the droplet temperature with the Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) thermometry. Another challenge is linked to the extreme working conditions: surface temperature above the Leidenfrost one, high flow rates and large surface. In addition, the combination of the LIF technique with a Phase Doppler system also allows distinguishing droplet before and after impact and obtaining droplet temperature per size class D. Three full cone water sprays is used in order to obtain a wide range of normal incident Weber number Wenb. For instance, the evolution of the droplets heating as a function of Wenb is plotted in Fig. 1 . Moreover, the implementation of an infrared thermometry technique (measurement of the heat flux removes from the surface) has allowed estimating the mass of evaporated liquid for the three sprays (Fig. 2) . 
